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LingvoSoft Picture Dictionary 2008 Russian - Arabic is a multi-purpose application that serves as a picture dictionary,
vocabulary builder, and learning tool. With its intuitive interface, you can focus on learning and using new words and
phrases, and not on reading or pronouncing. The Picture Dictionary offers over 15,000 picture words and phrases that will
help you build your vocabulary with ease. With its fast and intuitive search, you can easily look up any word you are
trying to learn. The application includes the following features: ￭ Powerful Search Engine ￭ Quick Reference ￭ Word
Builder ￭ Learn Tab ￭ Full dictionary download There are also additional features that can be accessed via this
application. ￭ Real-time spell checker ￭ Copies of the flashcards you've made can be shared and distributed ￭
Memorization Module ￭ Phrase Builder ￭ Vocabulary Builder ￭ Learning tool ￭ View history ￭ Print version ￭ Support
for multiple languages, due to the fact that the database was designed for the purpose of people from all over the world
Saving Words (flashcards) In the learning mode, you can choose among different storage options: ￭ LingvoSoft
FlashCards ￭ PhraseBook ￭ Dictionary ￭ Memos With just a few keystrokes, you can search within the vocabulary of
words you've made and find additional knowledge on the picture. A new word can be added to the flashcards library by
simply dragging and dropping the new word onto the flashcard. Afterwords, a new word can be reviewed by doubleclicking it. You can save words you would like to learn for future reference by dragging and dropping them onto a Memo.
If you would like the word to be memorized as a flashcard instead, simply double-click the word, and drag and drop it
onto the flashcard icon. Memorization tools In addition to saving words in the flashcards library, the application provides
the following tools for memorization: ￭ Memorization Tool ￭ Memorization Help ￭ Memorization History The
Memorization Tool is available only for students who want to learn words by heart. The Memorization Help provides stepby-step instructions on how to use the Memorization Tool.
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Picture Dictionary 2008 is easy to use picture dictionary, that�s original and time-saving. You can learn words in your
foreign language (Russian or Arabic) very quickly and correctly. There is no need to know the spelling or sound of the
words in order to learn them. Developed by LingvoSoft, the creators of flashcards (FlashCards, PhraseBook), picture
dictionary is fully compatible with flashcards and PhraseBook dictionaries, combining the efficiency of flashcards and online dictionaries into a single learning application. Before - with flashcards only - After - Picture Dictionary offers a
simplified method for learning words in foreign languages. You can now remember words faster and with more accuracy
using the new Picture Dictionary 2008 for flashcards. How does it work? The unique design of the Picture Dictionary�s
interface displays a window with a picture of each word. The pictures are arranged in groups by their meaning and are
displayed in order of common usage. To read a word, simply click on its picture. You have the choice of displaying the
word in one of five languages: English, French, German, Spanish or Russian. When choosing English, you�re then able
to select which part of the word you want to read. For example, if your aim is to learn the word sports, you can read:
Sports, sport, sportsman, You can also read the whole word by clicking on the word �Sport�s picture. When choosing a
word in Russian, your first click on the picture displays the word in English, with an English translation on the right. To
read it in Russian, simply click on the English word to be translated and the Russian word will appear. The Picture
Dictionary�s main windows offers you the following options: ￭ Show/Hide next word. ￭ Define new words. ￭ Choose
the display language. ￭ Change the order of the categories. ￭ Set the encoding of the entries in the categories. ￭ View the
English gloss of the entries. ￭ View the English definitions of the entries. ￭ Erase all the words. The Picture Dictionary
does not retain any data. The defined words are saved in flashcard and PhraseBook dictionaries. It�s not necessary to
create flashcards to learn a word with Picture Dictionary. How many entries can the Picture Dictionary 2008 contain?
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LingvoSoft Picture Dictionary 2008 Russian - Arabic was designed to assist anyone studying a foreign language - no
matter what age or skill level. A simple to use system of pictures helps you find the word you need quickly and
accurately, without the need to know either its spelling or pronunciation. Features high quality, colorful pictures for each
entry, learning a foreign language has never been easier! Now new words are memorized faster and more completely
through the Picture Dictionary's proven method of enhanced picture use. Children and adults, beginners and even more
advanced speakers will all benefit from this intuitive language learning utility. The application is fully integrated with
LingvoSoft FlashCards, PhraseBook, and Dictionaries to make finding additional information easier than ever before and
to extend functionality and usefulness. A customizable interface with a choice of five display languages lets you choose
the learning environment that's right for you SpanishForums.com - Learning Spanish Online is an educational program
that provides various resources for people wishing to learn Spanish. Learn Spanish: Learning Spanish Online - 2004
LearningSpaniish.com LingvoSoft Word Game 2006 Hindi - Russian application was designed to assist anyone learning a
foreign language. Its simple to use interface gets you up and running in no time. Features 15,000 spoken word definitions,
all presented in four different languages: English, Hindi, Russian, and English-. The pronunciation guide includes audio
for 1000 sound files, to help you pronounce the correct words. Support for 180,000 games, with a 2-question quiz to test
your knowledge. And, colorful pictures make it easy to learn a new language. Requirements: ￭ The application works best
with Windows XP Service Pack 2 or later ￭ Windows 98, 2000, ME or NT 4.0 ￭ 1 GHz or faster processor ￭ 256 MB of
RAM ￭ A hard disk that can be formatted with a minimum size of 10 GB ￭ A sound card or card reader with the ability
to read and write audio files Limitations: ￭ The application is fully functional for the first 3 topics. To get access to the
full database you should register your copy. LingvoSoft Word Game 2006 Hindi - Russian Description: LingvoSoft Word
Game 2006 Hindi - Russian was designed to assist anyone learning a foreign language. Its simple to use interface gets you
up and running in no time. Features 15,000 spoken word definitions, all presented in four different

What's New in the?
Search for your word right on the picture! POPULAR LINGVO Soft Picture Dictionary 2008 Russian Arabic is a useful,
quick and easy tool for learning a foreign language. You do not need to know the spelling or pronunciation of the words,
and you can use the pictures to learn the meanings of the words. All you need to do is to find the word on the picture;
whether it is an Arabic word or a Russian word, or whether it is the name of a person, a place, an object or a
phenomenon. The picture dictionary will answer all your questions about words and phrases fast and accurately. So you
will never have to struggle with a foreign language again. You will be able to access the picture dictionary using the
following languages: English, French, German, Spanish, Russian, Arabic, Chinese. In order to unlock ALL the features of
the dictionary you should register your copy. You can also access our other products or search for other products in the
LingvoSoft Store. LingvoSoft Picture Dictionary 2008 Russian - Arabic free download version is provided for
educational or personal use only. Commercial use is not allowed without a written agreement. Languages Wordlist
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Software for Wordlists is a collection of wordlists. The software is easy to use and does an excellent job of organizing
your words into useful wordlists. Using the wordlist software makes searching for words easier, the program will show
you a list of related words in the search results, it can group words by meaning, and it can even give you statistics on the
words in the wordlist. It is the most robust wordlist software and includes additional powerful tools. The included wordlist
programs have all the features of the Professional Edition, and they all use the same database. Features include automatic
updates, easy text format creation, a list of all the words in a text or wordlist, easy insertion of words from a database,
change of icons for all the programs, icons for categories and words, and the ability to search wordlists and databases.
There are three different software programs: Wordlist Creator: Create wordslists (with categories and sorted by meaning)
Insert words from databases Search for words Insert wordlists from databases (Kurzticle) Search for words in databases
Tag words Keep a record of words you use Wordlist Listifier: Search wordlists for words Insert words from databases
Find words in databases Create wordlists (Kurzticle) Add
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System Requirements:
OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10, Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2012, Windows Server
2016 Processor: AMD A8, Intel Core i3, Intel Pentium 4/AMD Athlon (32-bit) Intel Core i5, Intel Core i7 (32-bit) AMD
A10, Intel Core i3, Intel Core i5, Intel Core i7 (64-bit) Memory: 2 GB RAM
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